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After the Caliphate - Colin P. Clarke 2019-05-29
In 2014, the declaration of the Islamic State caliphate was hailed as a
major victory by the global jihadist movement. But it was short-lived.
Three years on, the caliphate was destroyed, leaving its surviving
fighters – many of whom were foreign recruits – to retreat and scatter
across the globe. So what happens now? Is this the beginning of the end
of IS? Or can it adapt and regroup after the physical fall of the caliphate?
In this timely analysis, terrorism expert Colin P. Clarke takes stock of IS
– its roots, its evolution, and its monumental setbacks – to assess the
road ahead. The caliphate, he argues, was an anomaly. The future of the
global jihadist movement will look very much like its past – with
peripatetic and divided groups of militants dispersing to new battlefields,
from North Africa to Southeast Asia, where they will join existing civil
wars, establish safe havens and sanctuaries, and seek ways of conducting
spectacular attacks in the West that inspire new followers. In this
fragmented and atomized form, Clarke cautions, IS could become even
more dangerous and challenging for counterterrorism forces, as its
splinter groups threaten renewed and heightened violence across the
globe.
Jihadism Transformed - Simon Staffell 2016
Jihadist narratives have evolved dramatically over the past five years,
driven by momentous events in the Middle East and beyond; the death of
bin Laden; the rise and ultimate failure of the Arab Springs; and most
notably, the rise of the so-called Islamic State. For many years, Al-Qaeda
pointed to an aspirational future Caliphate as their utopian end goal one which allowed them to justify their violent excesses in the here and
now. The rise of Islamic State turned that aspiration into a dystopic
reality, and in the process, usurped the Jihadist narrative from them
almost completely, breathing new life into the global Salafi-Jihadi
movement. Despite air-strikes from above, and local disillusionment from
below, the new Caliphate has stubbornly persisted and has been at the
heart of ISIL's growing global appeal. This timely collection of essays
examines how jihadist narratives have changed globally, adapting to
these turbulent circumstances. Area and thematic specialists consider
transitions inside the Middle East and North Africa as well as in South
Asia, sub-Saharan Africa and Europe. As these analyses demonstrate, the
success of the ISIL narrative has been as much about resonance with
local contexts, as it has been about the appeal of the global idea of a
tangible and realised caliphate.
ISIS: An Introduction and Guide to the Islamic State - Brian L.
Steed 2016-06-20
Providing up-to-date information for general readers as well as those
well-informed about the Islamic State, this book offers an essential
understanding of the rise of ISIS and its current influence in the Middle
East as well as worldwide. • Presents the information necessary to
understand ISIS: who they are, what they want, and why they represent
such a unique problem to counteract • Provides readers with the
understanding of the problems in the Middle East that created ISIS and
enable it to continue to exist • Supplies accurate, insightful perspectives
from a Western author who lived for nearly nine years in the Middle East
fighting, studying, and advising on ISIS and similar organizations
Anatomy of Terror: From the Death of bin Laden to the Rise of the
Islamic State - Ali Soufan 2017-05-02
"Anyone who wants to understand the world we live in now should read
this book." —Lawrence Wright To eliminate the scourge of terrorism, we
must first know who the enemy actually is, and what his motivations are.
In Anatomy of Terror, former FBI special agent and New York Times
best-selling author Ali Soufan dissects Osama bin Laden’s brand of jihadi
terrorism and its major offshoots, revealing how these organizations
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were formed, how they operate, their strengths, and—crucially—their
weaknesses. This riveting account examines the new Islamic radicalism
through the stories of its flag-bearers, including a U.S. Air Force colonel
who once served Saddam Hussein, a provincial bookworm who declared
himself caliph of all Muslims, and bin Laden’s own beloved son Hamza, a
prime candidate to lead the organization his late father founded.
Anatomy of Terror lays bare the psychology and inner workings of alQaeda, the Islamic State, and their spawn, and shows how the spread of
terror can be stopped. Winner of the Airey Neave Memorial Book Prize
The Islamic State in Africa - Jason Warner 2022-04-01
In 2019, Islamic State lost its last remaining sliver of territory in Syria,
and its Caliph, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, was killed. These setbacks seemed
to herald the Caliphate's death knell, and many now forecast its
imminent demise. Yet its affiliates endure, particularly in Africa: nearly
all of Islamic State's cells on the continent have reaffirmed their
allegiance, attacks have continued in its name, many groups have been
reinvigorated, and a new province has emerged. Why, in Africa, did the
two major setbacks of 2019 have so little impact on support for Islamic
State? The Islamic State in Africa suggests that this puzzle can be
explained by the emergence and evolution of Islamic State's provinces in
Africa, which it calls 'sovereign subordinates'. By examining the rise and
development of eight Islamic State 'cells', the authors show how, having
pledged allegiance to IS Central, cells evolved mostly autonomously,
using the IS brand as a means for accrual of power, but, in practice,
receiving relatively little if any direction or material support from central
command. Given this pattern, IS Central's relative decline has had little
impact on its African affiliates-who are likely to remain committed to the
Caliphate's cause for the foreseeable future.
Islamic State - Abdel Bari Atwan 2015-09-08
Islamic State (also known as ISIS, ISIL, and Daesh) stunned the world
when it overran an area the size of Great Britain on both sides of the
Iraq-Syria border in a matter of weeks and proclaimed the birth of a new
Caliphate. In this timely and important book, Abdel Bari Atwan draws on
his unrivaled knowledge of the global jihadi movement and Middle
Eastern geopolitics to reveal the origins and modus operandi of Islamic
State. Based on extensive field research and exclusive interviews with IS
insiders, Islamic State outlines the group's leadership structure, as well
as its strategies, tactics, and diverse methods of recruitment. Atwan
traces the Salafi-jihadi lineage of IS, its ideological differences with al
Qaeda and the deadly rivalry that has emerged between their leaders. He
also shows how the group's rapid growth has been facilitated by its
masterful command of social media platforms, the "dark web," Hollywood
blockbuster-style videos, and even jihadi computer games, producing a
powerful paradox where the ambitions of the Middle Ages have
reemerged in cyberspace. As Islamic State continues to dominate the
world's media headlines with horrific acts of ruthless violence, Atwan
considers the movement's chances of survival and expansion and offers
indispensable insights on potential government responses to contain the
IS threat.
Black Flags - Joby Warrick 2016-09-06
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • In a thrilling dramatic narrative,
the award-winning reporter traces how the strain of militant Islam
behind ISIS first arose in a remote Jordanian prison and spread with the
unwitting aid of two American presidents. With a new Afterword Drawing
on unique high-level access to CIA and Jordanian sources, Warrick
weaves gripping, moment-by-moment operational details with the
perspectives of diplomats and spies, generals and heads of state, many of
whom foresaw a menace worse than al Qaeda and tried desperately to
stop it. Black Flags is a brilliant and definitive history that reveals the
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long arc of today’s most dangerous extremist threat.
The Management of Savagery - Max Blumenthal 2020-07-07
The rise of international jihad and Western ultra-nationalism In the
Management of Savagery, Max Blumenthal excavates the real story
behind America’s dealings with the world and shows how the extremist
forces that now threaten peace across the globe are the inevitable
flowering of America’s imperial designs. Washington’s secret funding of
the mujahedin provoked the Russian invasion of Afghanistan in 1979.
With guns and money, the United States has ever since sustained the
extremists, including Osama Bin Laden, who have become its enemies.
The Pentagon has trained and armed jihadist elements in Afghanistan,
Syria, and Libya; it has launched military interventions to change
regimes in the Middle East. In doing so, it created fertile ground for the
Islamic State and brought foreign conflicts home to American soil. These
failed wars abroad have made the United States more vulnerable to both
terrorism as well as native ultra-nationalism. The Trump presidency is
the inevitable consequence of neoconservative imperialism in the
post–Cold War age. Trump’s dealings in the Middle East are likely only to
exacerbate the situation.
ISIS: The Terror Nation - Loretta Napoleoni 2017-09-19
From its birth in the late 1990s as the jihadist dream of terrorist leader
Abu Musab al Zarqawi, the Islamic State (known by a variety of names,
including ISIS, ISIL, and al Qaeda in Iraq) has grown into a massive
enterprise, redrawing national borders across the Middle East and
subjecting an area larger than the United Kingdom to its own vicious
brand of Sharia law. In ISIS: The Terror Nation, world-renowned
terrorism expert Loretta Napoleoni builds on her international bestselling The Islamic Phoenix, with new chapters on the Islamic State's
recruitment of Western women, economic strategy, and recent terrorist
attacks around the world. Napoleoni takes us beyond the headlines,
demonstrating that while Western media portrays the Islamic State as
little more than a gang of thugs on a winning streak, the organization is
proposing a new model for nation building. Waging a traditional war of
conquest to carve out the twenty-first-century version of the original
Caliphate, ISIS uses modern technology to recruit and fundraise while
engaging the local population in the day-to-day running of the new state.
Rising from the ashes of failing jihadist enterprises, the Islamic State has
shown a deep understanding of Middle Eastern politics, fully exploiting
proxy war and shell-state tactics. This is not another terrorist network
but a formidable enemy in tune with the new modernity of the current
world disorder. As Napoleoni writes, "Ignoring these facts is more than
misleading and superficial, it is dangerous. 'Know your enemy' remains
the most important adage in the fight against terrorism."
Al Qaeda, the Islamic State, and the Global Jihadist Movement - Daniel
Byman 2015
Founded as the Soviets withdrew from Afghanistan, Al Qaeda achieved a
degree of international notoriety with a series of spectacular attacks in
the 1990s; however, it was the dramatic assaults on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon on 9/11 that truly launched Al Qaeda onto the
global stage. The attacks endowed the organization with world-historical
importance and provoked an overwhelming counterattack by the United
States and other western countries. Within a year of 9/11, the core of Al
Qaeda had been chased out of Afghanistan and into a variety of refuges
across the Muslim world. Splinter groups and franchised offshoots were
active in the 2000s in countries like Pakistan, Iraq, and Yemen, but by
early 2011, after more than a decade of relentless counterterrorism
efforts by the United States and other Western military and intelligence
services, most felt that Al Qaeda's moment had passed.
Media Persuasion in the Islamic State - Neil Krishan Aggarwal
2019-03-12
Since the declaration of the War on Terror in 2001, militant groups such
as al-Qaeda and the Islamic State have used the internet to disseminate
their message and persuade people to commit violence. While many
books have studied their operational strategies and battlefield tactics,
Media Persuasion in the Islamic State is the first to analyze the culture
and psychology of militant persuasion. Drawing upon decades of
research in cultural psychiatry, cultural psychology, and psychiatric
anthropology, Neil Krishan Aggarwal investigates how the Islamic State
has convinced people to engage in violence since its founding in 2003.
Through analysis of hundreds of articles, speeches, videos, songs, and
bureaucratic documents in English and Arabic, the book traces how the
jihadist Abu Musab al-Zarqawi created a new culture and psychology,
one that would pit Sunni Muslims against all others after the U.S.-led
invasion of Iraq. Aggarwal tracks how Osama bin Laden and al-Zarqawi
disagreed over the goal of militancy in jihad before reaching a détente in
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2004 and how al-Qaeda in Iraq merged with five other groups to diffuse
its militant cultural identity in 2006 before taking advantage of the
Syrian civil war to emerge as the Islamic State. Aggarwal offers a
definitive analysis of how culture is created, debated, and disseminated
within militant organizations like the Islamic State. Psychiatrists,
psychologists, and area-studies experts will find a comprehensive,
systematic method for analyzing culture and psychology so they can
partner with political scientists, policy makers, and counterterrorism
experts in crafting counter-messaging strategies against militants.
The Arabs at War in Afghanistan - Mustafa Hamid 2015-04-16
A former senior mujahidin figure and an ex-counter-terrorism analyst
cooperating to write a book on the history and legacy of Arab-Afghan
fighters in Afghanistan is a remarkable and improbable undertaking. Yet
this is what Mustafa Hamid, aka Abu Walid al-Masri, and Leah Farrall
have achieved with the publication of their ground-breaking work. The
result of thousands of hours of discussions over several years, The Arabs
at War in Afghanistan offers significant new insights into the history of
many of today's militant Salafi groups and movements. By revealing the
real origins of the Taliban and al-Qaeda and the jostling among the
various jihadi groups, this account not only challenges conventional
wisdom, but also raises uncomfortable questions as to how events from
this important period have been so badly misconstrued.
Al Qaeda's Global Crisis - V. G. Julie Rajan 2015-01-30
This book focuses on the crises facing Al Qaeda and how the mass killing
of Muslims is challenging its credibility as a leader among Islamist
jihadist organizations. The book argues that these crises are directly
related to Al Qaeda’s affiliation with the extreme violence employed
against Muslims in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and Pakistan in the decade
since 9/11. Al Qaeda’s public and private responses to this violence differ
greatly. While in public Al Qaeda has justified those attacks declaring
that, for the establishment of a state of ‘true believers’, they are a
necessary evil, in private Al Qaeda has been advising its local affiliates to
refrain from killing Muslims. To better understand the crises facing Al
Qaeda, the book explores the development of Central Al Qaeda’s complex
relationship with radical (mis)appropriations and manifestations of takfir,
which allows one Muslim to declare another an unbeliever, and its
unique relationship with each of its affiliates in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan
and Pakistan. The author then goes on to consider how the prominence
of takfir is contributing to the deteriorating security in those countries
and how this is affecting Al Qaeda’s credibility as an Islamist terror
organization. The book concludes by considering the long-term viability
of Al Qaeda and how its demise could allow the rise of the even more
radical, violent Islamic State and the implications this has for the future
security of the Middle East, North Africa and Central/South Asia. This
book will be of much interest to students of political violence and
terrorism, Islamism, global security and IR.
Improving Homeland Security Decisions - Ali E. Abbas 2017-11-02
Are we safer from terrorism today and is our homeland security money
well spent? This book offers answers and more.
ISIS - Fawaz A. Gerges 2021-11-02
An authoritative introduction to ISIS—now expanded and revised to
bring events up to the present The Islamic State stunned the world with
its savagery, destructiveness, and military and recruiting successes.
However, its most striking and distinctive characteristic was its capacity
to build governing institutions and a theologically grounded national
identity. What explains the rise of ISIS and the caliphate, and what does
it portend for the future of the Middle East? In this book, one of the
world’s leading authorities on political Islam and jihadism sheds new
light on these questions. Moving beyond journalistic accounts, Fawaz
Gerges provides a clear and compelling explanation of the deeper
conditions that fuel ISIS. This new edition brings the story of ISIS to the
present, covering key events—from the military defeat of its territorial
state to the death of its leader al-Baghdadi—and analyzing how the
ongoing Syrian, Iraqi, and Saudi-Iranian conflict could lead to ISIS’s
revival.
Daesh - Anthony Tucker-Jones 2018-09-30
Anthony Tucker-Jones is only too familiar with the modern architects of
terror. For the past decade and a half he has worked as the terrorism
and security correspondent for the highly respected intersec The Journal
of International Security. During that time he has written extensively on
al Qaeda and Daesh. This book draws on his experience to assess Islamic
States brutal Holy War that has brought terror and mayhem to the four
corners of the globe.The emergence of terror group Islamic State, or
Daesh, has created one of the greatest threats to global security in the
twenty-first century. Spawned from the conflicts in Iraq and Syria, it
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carved out an Islamic caliphate straddling both failed countries. Since
then it has wantonly despoiled world heritage sites, engaged in regional
genocide and conducted regular terror attacks against capital cities
across the world, killing irrespective of race, color, creed, gender or
age.Like its predecessor, al Qaeda, Daeshs most potent and insidious
weapon is franchise terrorism. It has inspired clutches of deadly
wannabee terrorists who have carried out a wave of what can be best
described as war crimes, killing innocent civilians. In this perceptive
assessment Tucker-Jones highlights how the West has become caught up
in what is essentially a civil war between Shia and Sunni Islam, with
deadly results.
The Future of ISIS - Feisal al-Istrabadi 2018-06-26
Looking to the future in confronting the Islamic State The Islamic State
(best known in the West as ISIS or ISIL) has been active for less than a
decade, but it has already been the subject of numerous histories and
academic studies—all focus primarily on the past. The Future of ISIS is
the first major study to look ahead: what are the prospects for the
Islamic State in the near term, and what can the global community,
including the United States, do to counter it? Edited by two distinguished
scholars at Indiana University, the book examines how ISIS will affect
not only the Middle East but the global order. Specific chapters deal with
such questions as whether and how ISIS benefitted from intelligence
failures, and what can be done to correct any such failures; how to
confront the alarmingly broad appeal of Islamic State ideology; the role
of local and regional actors in confronting ISIS; and determining U.S.
interests in preventing ISIS from gaining influence and controlling
territory. Given the urgency of the topic, The Future of ISIS is of interest
to policymakers, analysts, and students of international affairs and public
policy.
The Al-Qaeda Franchise - Barak Mendelsohn 2016
Why did al-Qaeda choose to expand through franchising? In 'The alQaeda Franchise', Barak Mendelsohn argues that the organization's
weakening position was a central factor driving its organizational
strategy and demonstrates how branching out not only failed to arrest alQaeda's decline, but actually accelerated it.
The Islamic State - Charles R. Lister 2015-03-02
An authoritative guide to the rise of the Islamic State and its senior
leadership. How did the Islamic State grow from regional terrorist group
to a brutal multinational bureaucratic machine? What are its goals? How
can it be stopped? In 2014 the Islamic State seemingly appeared out of
nowhere, routing Iraqi forces, conquering Iraq's second-largest city,
boldly announcing the establishment of a caliphate, and declaring itself
the Islamic State (IS). Today, IS controls thousands of square miles and
is attempting to govern millions of people. In this definitive guide to the
Islamic State and its senior leadership, Charles R. Lister traces its roots
from the release of its notorious father figure, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi,
from a Jordanian prison and the group's formation in Afghanistan in the
late-1990s, and finally to its stunning maturation in Iraq and Syria. The
West knows IS through its unrelenting propaganda war, with its deft use
of social media and videos of horrific acts. Lister shares details of IS's
sophisticated revenue machine, attempts at governing, and its
formidable military. With IS knocking on the doors of Lebanon, Jordan,
and Saudi Arabia, Lister's portrait helps us understand what to expect
next and recommends a course of action to defeat IS, extinguish
extremism, and encourage a tolerant Islam across the Middle East. This
book includes a Who's Who in the Islamic State's senior leadership. From
the foreword by Ahmed Rashid "The Islamic State is the best basic
understanding available of the ISIS phenomena and how to deal with it."
The Master Plan - Brian H. Fishman 2016-11-22
An incisive narrative history of the Islamic State, from the 2005 master
plan to reestablish the Caliphate to its quest for Final Victory in 2020
Given how quickly its operations have achieved global impact, it may
seem that the Islamic State materialized suddenly. In fact, al-Qaeda’s
operations chief, Sayf al-Adl, devised a seven-stage plan for jihadis to
conquer the world by 2020 that included reestablishing the Caliphate in
Syria between 2013 and 2016. Despite a massive schism between the
Islamic State and al-Qaeda, al-Adl’s plan has proved remarkably
prescient. In summer 2014, ISIS declared itself the Caliphate after
capturing Mosul, Iraq—part of stage five in al-Adl’s plan. Drawing on
large troves of recently declassified documents captured from the Islamic
State and its predecessors, counterterrorism expert Brian Fishman tells
the story of this organization’s complex and largely hidden past—and
what the master plan suggests about its future. Only by understanding
the Islamic State’s full history—and the strategy that drove it—can we
understand the contradictions that may ultimately tear it apart.
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The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria - Charles River Charles River
Editors 2018-02-19
*Includes pictures *Explains the formation, influences, ideology, and
goals of the group *Includes footnotes and a bibliography for further
reading Also known as ISIS, Da'esh, al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI), and a host of
other names, the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) has
increasingly gained attention over the years for its brutal tactics and
seemingly blatant disregard for human rights, but it has recently
dominated the global media spotlight and made headlines when it
attacked and seized control of Mosul, the second largest city in Iraq, and
drove out an Iraqi army force that was more than five times its size in
June 2014. It has since laid claim to various territories throughout Iraq
and the Levant, and it has established operational control and
maintained administrative structures on both sides of the Iraqi-Syrian
border. Most recently, it declared the restoration of a caliphate and
renamed itself the Islamic State. The ever-deteriorating crises in Iraq
and Syria have continued to highlight the prolific activities of ISIS, but as
a unified organization, ISIS is believed to consist of only a few thousand
militants led by a shadowy and secretive leader named Abu Bakr alBaghdadi. Nonetheless, despite its relatively small size, the group has
taken on and at times successfully battled U.S. and Coalition forces, the
Iraqi army, and other rival Iraqi and Syrian militant groups. The ferocity
and fanaticism with which it fights, and the absolute commitment it has
to the jihad in Iraq and the Levant, continue to set ISIS apart from other
known terrorist organizations in the region. One of the reasons ISIS has
gone by so many different names is because it has rebranded itself
numerous times in the past. After starting as an al-Qaeda-inspired Sunni
Islamist brigade that emerged from the ashes of the jihadist struggle
against foreign forces in Iraq, the group grew into a full-fledged al-Qaeda
branch, then evolved into a religiously motivated army, then finally
separated from al-Qaeda to become the organization it is today. The
frequent name changes are hardly cosmetic; they represent the multiple
transformations the group has undergone and symbolize its flexibility
and adaptability, which is also how the ISIL has not only survived for
over a decade but even flourished as one of the most influential groups in
the region. Today, the group attracts fighters who wish to join its ranks
not just from across Iraq and the region but from all over the world. The
group has also experienced many periods of withdrawal and
reemergence, further confounding the true nature and structure of the
organization, which has been littered with in-fighting, rivalries, and
leadership shuffles. But the group's terrorism and violent capabilities
have been made quite clear in the Syrian civil war, the fighting in Iraq,
and even attacks into other countries within the region. Operatives have
claimed bombings and attacks in Lebanon and Jordan, and there are
known recruiting cells in places as far away as Egypt, Morocco, and the
U.K. The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria: The History of ISIS/ISIL
chronicles the birth and growth of the group, including the key figures
and events that impacted its formation, as well as the ideology of the
group and the historical context and environment that strengthened it.
This book also looks at the various tactics and strategies the group has
employed to achieve its goals and further its ideology, especially its
notorious terrorist attacks. Along with pictures of important people,
places, and events, you will learn about ISIS like never before, in no time
at all.
The War Against Al-Qaeda - Nahed Artoul Zehr 2017
In this original and explosive book Nahed Artoul Zehr analyzes and
assesses the theological underpinnings of al-Qaeda and related Islamic
movements such as ISIS, demonstrating how this religious narrative has
helped transform al-Qaeda from a relatively hierarchical and regional
organization to a globalized, decentralized, and diffuse network of
networks. Does al-Qaeda reflect a theologically authentic or perverted
understanding of Islam? At the same time, Zehr critiques the US military
and policy establishment as it attempts to offer counter-narratives to the
al-Qaeda phenomenon, counter-narratives that emphasize "good
Muslims" v. "bad Muslims" in an attempt to embrace a moderate form of
Islam. But according to Zehr this approach is misguided: it is beyond the
US government's purview, and beyond its expertise, to make such
theological claims about Islam; in fact, the current communications
strategy is counterproductive. Better, she argues, to focus on the impact
of terrorism and why this is inconsistent with Islam scripture and
teaching--which just war theory can help us to do. Zehr concludes by
offering policy suggestions and recommendations. One of the novel
contributions of the project is an analysis of the work of Mustafa abu
Mus' ab al-Suri, author of the leading theoretical and tactical al-Qaeda
text, The Global Islamic Resistance Call.
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Global Radical Islamist Insurgency - Dave Dilegge 2016-02-11
This anthology-the second of an initial two volume set-specifically covers
Small Wars Journal writings on Al Qaeda and the Islamic State spanning
the years 2012-2014. This set is meant to contribute to U.S. security
debates focusing on radical Islamist global insurgency by collecting
diverse SWJ essays into more easily accessible formats. Small Wars
Journal has long been a leader in insurgency and counterinsurgency
research and scholarship with an emphasis on practical applications and
policy outcomes in furtherance of U.S. global and allied nation strategic
interests. The site is able to lay claim to supporting the writings of many
COIN (counterinsurgency) practitioners. This includes Dr. David
Kilcullen whose early work dating from late 2004 "Countering Global
Insurgency" helped to lay much of the conceptual basis focusing on this
threat and as a result greatly helped to facilitate the writings that were
later incorporated into these Al Qaeda and Islamic State focused
anthologies. This volume is composed of sixty-six chapters divided into
sections on a) radical Islamist OPFORs (opposition forces) and context
and b) U.S.-allied policy and counter radical Islamist strategies. The work
also contains a preface by Matt Begert, a foreword by Dr. Daveed
Gartenstein-Ross and Bridget Moreng, an introduction, a postscript, an
extensive notes section, and editor and contributor biographies on sixtyfour individuals as well as an acronyms listing and an initial 'About SWJ'
and foundation section.
International Security in a World of Fragile States - S. Yaqub
Ibrahimi 2022-10-20
Following the 9/11 attacks on New York and Washington, DC, there has
been an increasing interest among scholars, students, and the interested
public to study and learn about the Islamist-oriented terrorist
organizations called Jihadi Salafi Groups (JSGs). Considering that these
organizations emerged in highly fragile states, S. Yaqub Ibrahimi asks:
how and why is state fragility linked to the emergence of JSGs? Ibrahimi
bases his study on three events: the establishment of al-Qaeda in
Afghanistan in 1998, the rise of Islamic State in the post-Saddam
Hussein Iraq, and the failed al-Qaeda effort to establish a base in Saudi
Arabia in 2003. These case studies contain major aspects and features of
the rise of JSGs and, together, explain the contribution of state fragility
to the process of the formation and expansion of these terrorist
organizations. International Security in a World of Fragile States stands
out as a pivotal work on the interconnection between the root causes of
JSGs and state fragility conditions and their amalgamated role in the
formation and evolution of these organizations. It contributes to IR and
international security debates by developing a comprehensive but readily
understandable narrative of the rise of JSGs in Islamic countries, and
examining them in an analytical framework in which their root causes
are categorized on individual, group, and international levels.
The Al-qaeda Organization and the Islamic State Organization Paul Kamolnick 2017-02-12
The al-Qaeda Organization (AQO) and the Islamic State Organization
(ISO) are transnational adversaries that conduct terrorism in the name of
Sunni Islam. It is declared U.S. Government (USG) policy to degrade,
defeat, and destroy them. The present book has been written to assist
policymakers, military planners, strategists, and professional military
educators whose mission demands a deep understanding of strategicallyrelevant differences between these two transnational terrorist entities. In
it, one shall find a careful comparative analysis across three key
strategically relevant dimensions: essential doctrine, beliefs, and
worldview; strategic concept, including terrorist modus operandi; and
specific implications and recommendations for current USG policy and
strategy. Key questions that are addressed include: How is each terrorist
entity related historically and doctrinally to the broader phenomenon of
transnational Sunni "jihadism"? What is the exact nature of the ISO?
How, if at all, does ISO differ in strategically relevant ways from AQO?
What doctrinal differences essentially define these entities? How does
each understand and operationalize strategy? What critical requirements
and vulnerabilities characterize each entity? Finally, what implications,
recommendations, and proposals are advanced that are of particular
interest to USG strategists and professional military educators?
The Caliphate at War - Ahmed S. Hashim 2017-12-20
The military victories of the Islamic State have completely overturned
the geopolitical map of the Middle East. Media attention has focused
almost exclusively on Islamic State's savage treatment of its enemies and
its ability to attract foreign fighters. In 2011, the first effort to build an
Islamic State in Iraq was defeated by US and Iraqi forces. The second
attempt to establish themselves, beginning in 2014, has been
considerably more successful and that success calls for deeper
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investigation. In order to explain the successes of Islamic State, The
Caliphate at War brings together a dispassionate and objective account
of the significant innovations in insurgency, ideology, and governance.
By focusing their ideology first and foremost on extreme anti-Shia
sectarianism - rather than on Western "infidels" - the Islamic State's
founders are able to present themselves as the saviors of what they see
as the embattled Sunni "nation" in Iraq. Its success in taking and holding
major cities, including Mosul, demonstrates its innovative tactics and
skill at exploiting tribal and sectarian rivalries. By going beyond the
often starkly unpleasant current affairs of the Islamic State, The
Caliphate at War undertakes an essential investigation into the successes
of the group, to better understand how the movement is surviving,
thriving, and reshaping the Middle East.
The New Islamic State - Tom Lansford 2015-12-01
The rise of the Islamic State has dramatically forced a recalculation of
political order and security in the Persian Gulf and broader Greater
Middle East by the United States and its allies and adversaries,
including, most notably, Iran, Israel and Saudi Arabia. Since the Arab
Spring of 2011, the Islamic State has altered the military balance in the
Syrian intra-state conflict and captured significant territory in Iraq. Its
military successes has attracted foreign fighters from more than 100
countries, drawn in some cases by a sophisticated recruitment strategy
that effectively combines a jihadist message with a social media outreach
program targeting vulnerable Muslim populations in the region and the
West. The Islamic State has prompted renewed American and allied
military intervention in Iraq and Syria, and complicated the US
relationship with its Iranian adversaries. The New Islamic State
examines the rise of the religious extremist organization from the ashes
of al-Qaeda in Iraq to its current efforts in Syria and Iraq and is designed
to provide a comprehensive overview of the Islamic State, its effects on
the Persian Gulf and Greater Middle East, and the response of both
regional and great powers. The book is suitable for academics,
policymakers and the general public.
Al Qaeda and the Islamic State - Mari Carmen Forriol 2022-10-21
This book analyses the attacks carried out by Al Qaeda and the Islamic
State in Western Europe, and especially in the countries that have been
hardest hit by jihadist terrorism and where the State Security Forces and
Corps have carried out the most operations against this type of
terrorism. It also details the ideological sources of the leaders of the
global jihadist movement, of their struggle for leadership in the world
and within the jihadist movement, their financing, and the dissemination
of their message through the media and social networks. The book
explores the radicalisation of those individuals who, attracted by their
cause, approach these organisations offline and online, as well as the
radicalisation of European fighters who have gone to Syria and Iraq to
wage jihad and help consolidate the caliphate. It will appeal to
historians, journalists, jurists and the general public.
The War sgainst Al-Qaeda and Islamic State - Paul Kamolnick
2022-11-13
Dr. Kamolnick's book is a meticulously documented investigation and
comparison of the al-Qaeda and the Islamic State across three key
strategically relevant dimensions: essential doctrine, beliefs, and
worldview; strategic concept, including terrorist modus operandi; and in
the final chapter, specific implications, and recommendations for current
U.S. Government policy and strategy. Contents: Belief-System, Creed,
Worldview, Doctrine The Al-Qaeda Organization Sunni Islamic Orthodoxy
Sunni-Salafism/"Fundamentalism" The Muwahhidun/Wahhabism/SalafiWahhabism Muslim Brotherhood-Salafi-Wahhabi The "Base of the Jihad";
Al-Qaeda From Qa'idat Al-Jihad to Bin Ladenism From Bin Ladenism
Back to Qa'idat Al-Jihad Post-Arab Spring Qa'idat Al-Jihad "What is
Qa'idat Al-Jihad?" In a Nutshell: Fazul Abdullah and Adam Gadahn III.
Islamic State Organization "Zarqawism" vs. AQO: Abu Musab AlZarqawi's Worldview and Doctrine: 1989-June 7, 2006 From NonReligious Violent Street Tough to Ultra-Sectarian Salafi-Wahhabi Jihadist
Prison Tough: 1980-1999 Al-Zarqawi's Private Jihasist Armies of the
Levant: 1999-2004 The History, Doctrines, and Worldview of Abu Bakr
Al-Baghdadi's "Caliphate": From ISI to the Caliphate: Brief
Organizational History Self-Proclaimed Emir Al-Muminin Abu Bakr AlHussaini Al-Qurayshi Al-Baghdadi: The Caliphate Now! The "Final
Solution" to the "Shia Problem" Terrorist Modus Operandi Terrorist
Quadrangle Analysis The Al-Qaeda Organization The "Classical" Base
First Bin Ladenist Lone Mujahid" "Far Enemy" Strategy Islamic State
Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations for U.S. Government
Key Findings Belief-Systems, Worldviews, Doctrines, Creeds Strategies
and Terrorist Modus Operandi Implications for U.S. Government Policy
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and Strategies Implications for Existing USG Policy and Strategy to
Permanently Defeat AQ and its Affiliates Implications for Existing USG
Policy and Strategy to Permanently Defeat the IS
The ISIS Reader - Haroro J. Ingram 2020-01-01
In the wake of its "Caliphate" declaration in 2014, the self-described
Islamic State has been the focus of countless academic papers,
government studies, media commentaries and documentaries. Despite all
this attention, persistent myths continue to shape--and misdirect--public
understanding and strategic policy decisions. A significant factor in this
trend has been a strong disinclination to engage critically with Islamic
State's speeches and writings--as if doing so reflects empathy with the
movement's goals or, even more absurdly, may itself lead to
radicalisation. Going beyond the descriptive and the sensationalist, this
volume presents and analyses a series of milestone Islamic State primary
source materials. Scholar-practitioners with field experience in
confronting the movement explore and contextualise its approach to
warfare, propaganda and governance, examining the factors behind its
dramatic evolution from failed proto-state in 2010 to standard-bearer of
global jihadism in 2014, to besieged insurgency in 2018. The ISIS Reader
will help anyone--students and journalists, military personnel, civil
servants and inquisitive observers--to better understand not only the
evolution of Islamic State and the dynamics of asymmetric warfare, but
the importance of primary sources in doing so.
The Islamist Phoenix - Loretta Napoleoni 2014-11-04
An updated edition of The Islamist Phoenix is now available as ISIS: The
Terror Nation (978-1-60980-725-2) From its birth in the late 1990s as the
jihadist dream of terrorist leader Abu Musab al Zarqawi, the Islamic
State (known by a variety of names, including ISIS, ISIL, and al Qaeda in
Iraq) has grown into a massive enterprise, redrawing national borders
across the Middle East and subjecting an area larger than the United
Kingdom to its own vicious brand of Sharia law. In The Islamist Phoenix,
world-renowned terrorism expert Loretta Napoleoni takes us beyond the
headlines, demonstrating that while Western media portrays the Islamic
State as little more than a gang of thugs on a winning streak, the
organization is proposing a new model for nation building. Waging a
traditional war of conquest to carve out the 21st-century version of the
original Caliphate, IS uses modern technology to recruit and fundraise
while engaging the local population in the day-to-day running of the new
state. Rising from the ashes of failing jihadist enterprises, the Islamic
State has shown a deep understanding of Middle Eastern politics, fully
exploiting proxy war and shell-state tactics. This is not another terrorist
network but a formidable enemy in tune with the new modernity of the
current world disorder. As Napoleoni writes, “Ignoring these facts is
more than misleading and superficial, it is dangerous. ‘Know your enemy’
remains the most important adage in the fight against terrorism.”
The ISIS Apocalypse - William McCants 2015-09-22
The Islamic State is one of the most lethal and successful jihadist groups
in modern history, surpassing even al-Qaeda. Thousands of its followers
have marched across Syria and Iraq, subjugating millions, enslaving
women, beheading captives, and daring anyone to stop them. Thousands
more have spread terror beyond the Middle East under the Islamic
State's black flag. How did the Islamic State attract so many followers
and conquer so much land? By being more ruthless, more apocalyptic,
and more devoted to state-building than its competitors. The shrewd
leaders of the Islamic State combined two of the most powerful yet
contradictory ideas in Islam-the return of the Islamic Empire and the end
of the world-into a mission and a message that shapes its strategy and
inspires its army of zealous fighters. They have defied conventional
thinking about how to wage wars and win recruits. Even if the Islamic
State is defeated, jihadist terrorism will never be the same. Based almost
entirely on primary sources in Arabic-including ancient religious texts
and secret al-Qaeda and Islamic State letters that few have seen William McCants' The ISIS Apocalypse explores how religious fervor,
strategic calculation, and doomsday prophecy shaped the Islamic State's
past and foreshadow its dark future.
The Future of Terrorism - Walter Laqueur 2018-07-03
"Since the death of bin Laden in 2011, ISIS has risen, al-Qaeda has
expanded its reach, and right-wing extremists have surged in the United
States for the same simple reason: terrorism works. It's not caused by
psychosis or irrationality, as the media often suggests. Instead, it is
terrifyingly logical. Violent acts produce political results. This has been
an uncomfortable truth throughout human history, from the
assassination of Tsar Alexander II, through the terror campaigns by Irish
and Indian nationalists, and on to the Nazis and Italian Fascists. Battling
terrorism today require confronting the truth. Walter Laqueur and
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Christopher Wall do so in this crucial, timely book. To explain why terror
is on the rise again, the authors show how the American invasion of Iraq
created the conditions for the emergence of al-Qaeda there, part of
which metastasized into ISIS, while Russia's increasing intervention in
Syria allowed both of those organizations to evolve. And within the
United States, the violence of the alt-right has emboldened its
supporters. The Future of Terrorism brings reason to a topic usually
ruled by fear. Laqueur and Wall show the structural features behind
contemporary terrorism: how bad governance abets terror; the link
between poverty and terrorism; why religious terrorism is more
dangerous than secular; and the nature of supposed "lone wolf"
terrorists. Fear alone provides no tools to combat the future of terrorism.
This book does"--Dust jacket flap.
Jihad and Death - Olivier Roy 2017
Islamic State has replaced Al Qaeda as the great global threat of the
twenty-first century, the bogeyman we have all come to fear. But Daesh
started as a local movement, rooted in the resentment of the Sunni Arabs
of Iraq and Syria. It is they who have lost most in the geo-strategic shift
in the balance of power in the region over the last thirty years, as
Iranian-backed Shias have mobilised politically and advanced on the
social and economic fronts. How has Islamic State been able to muster
support far beyond its initial constituency in the Arab world and to
attract tens of thousands of foreign volunteers, including converts to
Islam, and seemingly countless supporters online? In this compelling
intervention into the debate about Islamic State's origins and future
prospects, the renowned French sociologist of religion, Olivier Roy,
argues that the group mobilised a highly sophisticated narrative, reviving
the myth of the Caliphate and recasting it into a modern story of
heroism, death and nihilism, using a very contemporary aesthetic of
violence, well entrenched amid a youth culture that has turned global
and violent.
The Syrian Jihad - Charles R. Lister 2016
The eruption of the anti-Assad revolution in Syria has had many
unintended consequences, among which is the opportunity it offered
Sunni jihadists to establish a foothold in the heart of the Middle East.
That Syria's ongoing civil war is so brutal and protracted has only
compounded the situation, as have developments in Iraq and Lebanon.
Ranging across the battlefields and international borders have been
dozens of jihadi Islamist fighting groups, of which some coalesced into
significant factions such as Jabhat al Nusra and the Islamic State. This
book assesses and explains the emergence since 2011 of Sunni jihadist
organizations in Syria's fledgling insurgency, charts their evolution and
situates them within the global Islamist project. Unprecedented numbers
of foreign fighters have joined such groups, who will almost certainly
continue to host them. Thus, external factors in their emergence are
scrutinized, including the strategic and tactical lessons learned from
other jihadist conflict zones and the complex interplay between Al-Qaeda
and the Islamic State and how it has influenced the jihadist sphere in
Syria. Tensions between and conflict within such groups also feature in
this indispensable volume.
Anatomy of Terror - Ali H Soufan 2017-05-02
A compelling, definitive account of how and why bin Laden’s ideology
keeps rising from the dead. In early 2011, the heart of the Muslim world
roiled in protest, consumed with the upheaval of the Arab Spring. The
governments of Tunisia and Egypt had already fallen; those of Libya and
Yemen would soon follow. Watching the chaos from his hideout in
Pakistan, Osama bin Laden saw a historic opportunity: “the next stage,”
he declared, “will be the reinstating of the rule of the caliphate.” Within
weeks, bin Laden was dead, shot in the dark by a U.S. Navy SEAL.
Commentators around the world began to prophesy al-Qaeda’s imminent
demise. But six years later, the reality is the reverse. The group’s
affiliates have swollen, and the Islamic State—al-Qaeda’s most brutal
spinoff to date—proclaims itself the reborn caliphate bin Laden foretold
in his final weeks. In Anatomy of Terror, former FBI special agent and
New York Times best-selling author Ali Soufan dissects bin Laden’s
brand of jihadi terrorism and its major offshoots, revealing how these
organizations were formed, how they operate, their strengths,
and—crucially—their weaknesses. This riveting account examines the
new Islamic radicalism through the eyes of its flag-bearers, including a
Jordanian former drug dealer whose cruelties shocked even his fellow
militants, an Air Force colonel who once served Saddam Hussein, and a
provincial bookworm who declared himself caliph of all Muslims. We
meet Ayman al-Zawahiri, titular head of al-Qaeda; Saif al-Adel, an
Egyptian ex-soldier who faked his own death to become the group’s
security chief; and bin Laden’s own beloved son Hamza, a prime
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candidate to lead the organization his late father founded. To eliminate
the scourge of terrorism, we must first know who the enemy actually is,
and what his motivations are. Anatomy of Terror lays bare the
psychology and inner workings of al-Qaeda, the Islamic State, and their
spawn, and shows how the spread of terror can be stopped.
Al-Qaeda & Islamic State: History, Doctrine, Modus Operandi and U.S.
Strategy to Degrade and Defeat Terrorism Conducted in the Name of
Sunni Islam - Paul Kamolnick 2017-09-19
Dr. Kamolnick's book is a meticulously documented investigation and
comparison of the al-Qaeda and the Islamic State across three key
strategically relevant dimensions: essential doctrine, beliefs, and
worldview; strategic concept, including terrorist modus operandi; and in
the final chapter, specific implications, and recommendations for current
U.S. Government policy and strategy. Contents: Belief-System, Creed,
Worldview, Doctrine The Al-Qaeda Organization Sunni Islamic Orthodoxy
Sunni-Salafism/"Fundamentalism" The Muwahhidun/Wahhabism/SalafiWahhabism Muslim Brotherhood-Salafi-Wahhabi The "Base of the Jihad";
Al-Qaeda From Qa'idat Al-Jihad to Bin Ladenism From Bin Ladenism
Back to Qa'idat Al-Jihad Post-Arab Spring Qa'idat Al-Jihad "What is
Qa'idat Al-Jihad?" In a Nutshell: Fazul Abdullah and Adam Gadahn III.
Islamic State Organization "Zarqawism" vs. AQO: Abu Musab AlZarqawi's Worldview and Doctrine: 1989-June 7, 2006 From NonReligious Violent Street Tough to Ultra-Sectarian Salafi-Wahhabi Jihadist
Prison Tough: 1980-1999 Al-Zarqawi's Private Jihasist Armies of the
Levant: 1999-2004 The History, Doctrines, and Worldview of Abu Bakr
Al-Baghdadi's "Caliphate": From ISI to the Caliphate: Brief
Organizational History Self-Proclaimed Emir Al-Muminin Abu Bakr AlHussaini Al-Qurayshi Al-Baghdadi: The Caliphate Now! The "Final
Solution" to the "Shia Problem" Terrorist Modus Operandi Terrorist
Quadrangle Analysis The Al-Qaeda Organization The "Classical" Base
First Bin Ladenist Lone Mujahid" "Far Enemy" Strategy Islamic State
Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations for U.S. Government
Key Findings Belief-Systems, Worldviews, Doctrines, Creeds Strategies
and Terrorist Modus Operandi Implications for U.S. Government Policy
and Strategies Implications for Existing USG Policy and Strategy to
Permanently Defeat AQ and its Affiliates Implications for Existing USG
Policy and Strategy to Permanently Defeat the IS
The Terror Years - Lawrence Wright 2017-07-25
These powerful investigative pieces, which take us from the religious
police of Saudi Arabia to the rise of the Islamic State, comprise an
essential primer on jihadist movements in the Middle East—and the
attempts of the West to contain them. In these pages, Lawrence Wright
examines al-Qaeda as it experiences a rebellion from within and spins off
a growing web of worldwide terror. He shows us the Syrian film industry
before the civil war—compliant at the edges but already exuding a barely
masked fury. He gives us the heart-wrenching story of American children
kidnapped by ISIS—and Atlantic publisher David Bradley’s efforts to
secure their release. And he details the roles of key FBI figures John
O’Neill and his talented protégé Ali Soufan in fighting terrorism. In a
moving epilogue, Wright shares his predictions for the future. Rigorous,
clear-eyed, and compassionate, The Terror Years illuminates the complex
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human players on all sides of a devastating conflict.
The Terror Years - Lawrence Wright 2016-08-23
With the Pulitzer Prize–winning The Looming Tower, Lawrence Wright
became generally acknowledged as one of our major journalists writing
on terrorism in the Middle East. Here, in ten powerful pieces first
published in The New Yorker, he recalls the path that terror in the
Middle East has taken, from the rise of al-Qaeda in the 1990s to the
recent beheadings of reporters and aid workers by ISIS. The Terror
Years draws on several articles he wrote while researching The Looming
Tower, as well as many that he’s written since, following where and how
al-Qaeda and its core cultlike beliefs have morphed and spread. They
include a portrait of the “man behind bin Laden,” Ayman al-Zawahiri,
and the tumultuous Egypt he helped spawn; an indelible impression of
Saudi Arabia, a kingdom of silence under the control of the religious
police; the Syrian film industry, at the time compliant at the edges but
already exuding a feeling of the barely masked fury that erupted into
civil war; the 2006–11 Israeli-Palestinian conflict in Gaza, a study in the
disparate value of human lives. Other chapters examine al-Qaeda as it
forms a master plan for its future, experiences a rebellion from within
the organization, and spins off a growing web of worldwide terror. The
American response is covered in profiles of two FBI agents and the head
of the intelligence community. The book ends with a devastating piece
about the capture and slaying by ISIS of four American journalists and
aid workers, and our government’s failed response. On the fifteenth
anniversary of 9/11, The Terror Years is at once a unifying recollection of
the roots of contemporary Middle Eastern terrorism, a study of how it
has grown and metastasized, and, in the scary and moving epilogue, a
cautionary tale of where terrorism might take us yet.
Crises in Al Qaeda's Global Jihad - V. G. Julie Rajan 2015-01-23
This book focuses on the crises facing Al Qaeda and how the mass killing
of Muslims is challenging its credibility as a leader among Islamist
jihadist organizations. The book argues that these crises are directly
related to Al Qaeda's affiliation with the extreme violence employed
against Muslims in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and Pakistan in the decade
since 9/11. Al Qaeda's public and private responses to this violence differ
greatly. While in public Al Qaeda has justified those attacks declaring
that, for the establishment of a state of 'true believers', they are a
necessary evil, in private Al Qaeda has been advising its local affiliates to
refrain from killing Muslims. To better understand the crises facing Al
Qaeda, the book explores the development of Central Al Qaeda's complex
relationship with radical (mis)appropriations and manifestations of takfir,
which allows one Muslim to declare another an unbeliever, and its
unique relationship with each of its affiliates in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan
and Pakistan. The author then goes on to consider how the prominence
of takfir is contributing to the deteriorating security in those countries
and how this is affecting Al Qaeda's credibility as an Islamist terror
organization. The book concludes by considering the long-term viability
of Al Qaeda and how its demise could allow the rise of the even more
radical, violent Islamic State and the implications this has for the future
security of the Middle East, North Africa and Central/South Asia. This
book will be of much interest to students of political violence and
terrorism, Islamism, global security and IR.
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